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1. Purpose statement
The aim of this learning object is to develop students’ awareness of the different types of food and drink available in China, from
fruit and vegetables to meat, seafood and staple foods. Students can explore where certain fruit, vegetables and grains are grown
how food is purchased and how it is used in some popular Chinese dishes, both in daily life and in celebrations. This learning object
aims to provide students with opportunities to develop intercultural knowledge and understanding specifically to:
� use the Chinese language purposefully
� compare their own language(s) and culture(s) with Chinese language(s) and culture(s)
� explore the culturally conditioned nature of human behaviour, through examining how customs and practices - such as eating
   and celebrating - are influenced by culture
� rethink the conceptions they held before engaging with this learning object
� develop the capability to engage with difference
� discuss and compare the values, beliefs and attitudes of diverse cultures.

2. Overview
This learning object will provide students with the opportunity to visit eight locations in a Chinese kitchen to find out about Chinese
eating and cooking, from growing and purchasing raw ingredients to the finished products. It provides stimulus material on details of
Chinese fruit, vegetables, meat, seafood, staple foods, drinks, cooking and dining, with an emphasis on the promotion of intercultural
understanding. Students can save the pictures and text to create their own written or audio-visual presentation on the topic.
Students will, however, need to write any additional Chinese script on their own computers. The scripts of the tours can be used for
listening comprehension, cloze passages or sequencing activities. Students can use the scripts as a model to write their own
dialogue, which could be presented using ICT or performed in class.
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Students will first see a map of Australia. Following a simple animation, two zoom-in transitions will locate Beijing in China Students
will then see a kitchen with eight specific locations graphically highlighted.

Students can choose from a range of interactive language learning opportunities.

� Two narrated tours:
These tours visit different locations in the kitchen. At each location on a tour, two teenagers discuss the food or drink displayed
there using a slide show of one to five slides. In addition, they may make reference to their own experience, comparing what they’re
seeing with something familiar or in contrast to their individual context, thus personalising the tour from both perspectives. In Tour
1, two Chinese teenagers talk about the different food and drink in the context of preparing for a surprise birthday celebration. In
Tour 2 the Chinese host and the Australian birthday girl are enjoying the meal which has been prepared. While the audio is playing
students can also read the transcript in Hanzi with Pinyin support. The Pinyin conventions as prescribed by the National Committee
on the Basic Rules for Hanyu Pinyin Orthography in 1996 have been used throughout this learning object. At the conclusion of the
slide show for a location, students will see the kitchen and an animated dot trail to the next location.

� For each location a range of information and tools is available to the learner.

���� Information About
a. The Simple description: A text description in Hanzi with audio and Pinyin support talks about the specific food or drink.
b. Detailed description: An English text description provides further information about the food or drink. As this is in Simpletext,
students can copy and save this to their Backpack (see below).

���� Gallery
This will provide students with captioned image-based resources (photos, graphics, diagrams or maps). Students can look at
individual images and use the Backpack function (see below) to select and save the images for use in projects, PowerPoint
presentations and other learning activities.

� Vocab
At each location, and throughout the tours, students will have access to an online vocab list in Hanzi, Pinyin and English with audio
support. Each contains words with which students may not be familiar.

���� The Backpack
This allows students to select and collect (copy) many of the items they read and see in the Explorer in their backpack. For
example, students can select images from the gallery, or English text from the detailed description, which they can manipulate.
They can also save Chinese text and vocbulary, but as these will in effect be an image, they cannot be manipulated. They can then
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3. Language level (Prior knowledge)
Over 100 hours of Chinese language learning
Texts are short and based on familiar structures written in Hanzi with Pinyin and audio support.

Students should be familiar with:

� declarative sentences using  and the negative 

� questions using , , , 
� possessive and attributive uses of the particle 

� uses of the verbs , , , ,  and 

� use of the adverb to indicate the present continuous tense 

� uses of the verbal particles  and to indicate the past tense

� uses of the verbal particle  to make a suggestion

� use of the pattern ......  to aid description

� use of the linking adverbs , 

� use of the conjunction 
� use of some measure words, e.g. for weight.

4. Learning outcomes
Students will enhance their understanding of the relationship between Chinese language and culture. Students will come to
understand and appreciate the social, cultural, geographical and historical contexts of food, drink and birthday celebrations in China
through visual stimulus. Given examples of effective communication in Chinese, students are provided with the tools to create their
own descriptions and dialogues.

Using language
Students will learn about:
� redundancy and the need to focus on key words when listening to and reading text
� ways to use contextual clues and prior knowledge to predict the meaning of new words
� resources that can be used to enhance comprehension
� the importance of logical development of ideas in constructing text
� referring to models to express own ideas
� the use of ICTs for communicative purposes.
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Students will learn to:
� develop strategies to manage unfamiliar language in spoken and written text, e.g. identifying context, and focusing on familiar
    language elements
� deduce the meaning of unfamiliar words from context
� access available resources to assist in understanding text, e.g. word lists, sound files
� express ideas and provide additional details in a series of linked sentences, e.g. using connectives
� use available resources to support the construction of new texts
� use ICTs to support production of original texts, e.g. word processing and digital images.

Moving between cultures
Students will learn about:
� culture-specific conventions of Chinese in social interaction
� similarities and differences between the lifestyles of their local community and Chinese-speaking communities
� aspects of traditional and contemporary belief systems and their impact on behaviour
� exploring cultural diversity using ICTs
� collecting and interpreting electronic information, with consideration of its ethical use, in order to identify and reflect on
    representations of culture.

Students will learn to:
� recognise and use specific customs and traditions in social interaction, e.g. during meals
� compare aspects of their own lifestyle, e.g. food, with those of Chinese communities
� compare aspects of traditional and contemporary lifestyles, e.g. birthday celebrations
� gather information about Chinese food, drink and celebrations by using ICTs
� research and present information on Chinese food, drink and celebrations using a range of ICTs
    including the Internet.
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5. Classroom activities
This resource can be used as a cross-curriculum learning object. In particular, links with the following areas can be exploited by
teachers:
� ICT: making associations between text, sound and images to support understanding of Chinese.
� Civics and Citizenship: identifying and reflecting on representations of culture.
� Key competencies: working with others and in teams; using technology.
� Difference and diversity: discussing and comparing the values and beliefs of diverse cultures.
� Multiculturalism: recognising that language and behaviour reflect important aspects of culture.

This learning object is best used if students are encouraged to:
� interact with peers and others, e.g. through discussion and teamwork
� construct knowledge through noticing and observing, discovering and drawing connections
� interact with peers and others, e.g. through discussion and teamwork
� enquire, question and compare
� reflect on their own beliefs, behaviour and experiences and how they are shaped by their culture(s)
� take responsibility for their own learning e.g. through self-monitoring.

Suggested activities for students:
Society and environment
� Research other Chinese fruit and vegetables.
� Compare and contrast Chinese and Australian food markets.
� Compare and contrast exotic fruits grown in Australia and China.
� Compare the raising of animals for food and other agricultural practices in China and Australia.
� Compare the growing of rice, wheat and other grains in China and Australia.
� Compare and contrast vegetarian food and restaurants in China and Australia.
� Discuss the influence of Chinese migration on Australian food, drink, eating, cooking, celebrations etc.
� Find out what Western commercial drinks are available in China.
� Compare birthday celebrations and important ages in Chinese and Australian societies.
� Learn how to use chopsticks.
� Investigate what foods are available from the school canteen. Does it represent a range of backgrounds?
� Investigate what students eat on special festival days.
� Investigate restaurants in the local area. What culinary backgrounds are represented? What combinations of cuisine are
    evident? What evidence is there of other cultural institutions associated with the backgrounds identified?
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� Carve some simple Chinese food garnishings.

Cooking
� Follow recipes to make some popular Chinese dishes.

Use Chinese to:
� Categorise some Chinese dishes as salty, sweet, sour or hot.
� Design and write a Chinese menu.
� Role play ordering a banquet at a Chinese restaurant.
� Role play celebrating a birthday banquet.
� Role play buying food and drink for a party. Use fake Chinese money to meet a budget.
� Design a board or card game based on food and drink or celebrations. This can be played with other students.
� Sing ‘Happy Birthday’.
� Conduct a survey to find out the class members’ favourite Chinese dishes and display the results in a graph on paper
    or using ICT.
� Make an illustrated Big Book about a Chinese birthday party for primary school students to read.
� Write an invitation to a birthday party.
� Design and write a birthday card.

Teachers could:
� Ask students to make a list of items found in an average Australian supermarket. From which countries do these
    products originate?
� Organise an excursion to Chinatown or a Chinese supermarket/grocery.
� Organise an excursion to a Chinese restaurant.
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6. Helpful links
To the best of our knowledge, the web sites listed in the following pages contain no controversial materials or links. However, it is
always best if teachers check these themselves before recommending them to students. Teachers should also be aware that web
sites can be transitory and no longer available. Students could also be encouraged to use the Internet to search for information
using key words.

These web sites may be useful for teacher reference
http://www.chinatown-online.co.uk/pages/food/index.html (Food)
http://www.curriculum.edu.au/accessasia/china/virtual/lesson/chop1.htm (Chopsticks)
http://chinesefood.about.com/library/weekly/aa072100a.htm (Chinese fruits)
http://www.curriculum.edu.au/accessasia/catalog/learning.htm (Learning about markets in Asia)

These web sites may be useful for teacher reference and for student research:
Birthdays
http://www.birthdaycelebrations.net/chinesebirthdays.htm (Birthday celebrations in China)

Food
http://www.historyforkids.org/learn/china/food/ (Chinese food)
http://www.chinavista.com/home.html (General information on China culture essentials including food and recipes)
http://www.phatnav.com/wiki/index.php?title=Chinese_food (Chinese food)
http://zone.cps.k12.il.us/Showcase/Student_Projects/China/Chinese_20Food/chinese_20food.html (Chinese food)
http://library.thinkquest.org/C004204/ (The Edible Journey through China)

Fruits and vegetables
http://www.kidcyber.com.au/topics/fruit&veg.htm (Fruits and vegetables)
http://www.agric.nsw.gov.au/Hort/Fmrs/Asian_veg/ (Comprehensive list of Asian fruits and vegetables)

Rice
http://www.historyforkids.org/learn/food/rice.htm (Rice)
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7. Vocabulary

   Location 1 - Meat, poultry and seafood

Chinese Pinyin English

chÊngwÛ
ku„ic‡n di„n
l„ch·ng
lÂngxi‡
p·ngxiÎ
sh‡o
xi·n
yÂuyÒ 
zÔyÂu

pet(s)

fast food outlet(s)

Chinese dried fragrant sausage(s)

lobster(s)

crab(s)

(to) roast

salty

squid

free

  Location 2 - Chinese vegetables
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Chinese Pinyin English

b·i luÂbo 
gu‡
shc„i
ti·npÓn
yÛtou 
zhÒsÚn

white radish(es)

melon(s)

vegetable(s)

dessert(s)

taro

bamboo shoot(s)



  Location 3 - Chinese fruits and desserts

Chinese Pinyin English

d„nt„   
dÁu
H·nguÂrÈn
kÚ
lÔzhÏ
lÂngy‚n
shÌliu
shÁut·o
su‡n
y‡lÌ
yÁuzi 
zhÒzi

egg tart(s)

bean(s)

Korean

bitter

lychee(s)

longan(s)

guava(s)

long life peach bun(s)

sour

ya pear(s)

pomelo(s)

bamboo
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  Location 4 - Chinese staple foods

Chinese Pinyin English

ch‡oshÔ  
d„mÓ
g‡n ch‚o hÈfÍn
hu‡shËngyÂu
l„ji‡oji„ng
mÓfÍn
mi„n
sh„i mÓ
xi‚om„i
yÒntun
zhÏmayÂu

supermarket(s)

rice

stir-fried rice noodles

peanut oil

chilli sauce

a type of rice noodle

wheat noodles

(to) dry rice

wheat

wonton(s)

sesame oil

  Location 5 Chinese drinks
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Chinese Pinyin English

ji„nk‡ng
li·ngch·
rÎshuÓpÌng
rÈnshËnch·
shÓ 
t‡ng
yÓnli„o
yÓnshuÓjÏ 

healthy
herbal tea(s)

thermos flask(s)
gingseng tea

(to) make

soup(s)

beverage(s)

water bottle(s) (literally 'drinking water 
machine')



  Location 6 - Chinese shops and grocery

Chinese Pinyin English

 bi„nlÔ di„n
gÎ zhÊng
lÔzi
lÌngshÌ
shÌpÓn
zhÎy„ng

convenience store(s)

various

chestnut(s)

snack(s)

food

such

  Location 7 Chinese cooking utensils and eating impliment

Chinese Pinyin English

b‚owËn
di„nf„ngu‰
f‡ngbi„n
gu‰
ku„izi 
w‚n
yÁngjÛ
zhËnb‚n

(to) retain heat

electric rice cooker(s)

convenient

wok(s)

chopsticks

bowl(s)

utensil(s)

chopping board(s)
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   Location 8 - Chinese dishes

 

Chinese Pinyin English

 

BÍijÏngc„i
chÏ f‚
gu„i
huÊgu‰
m·pÂ  dÁufu

Beijing cuisine

ways of eating

weird

hot pot (steam boat)

Pockmarked grandmother’s bean curd
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 Tour 1 - Preparing for a birthday party
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Chinese Pinyin English

b‚
B‚ishÔ kÍlÎ
ch·ngshÁu mi„n
ch‡oshÔ  
c‰ng
f‡ l·osao
g‡n
g‡nzhÎshuÓ
g‰ngshËng
h·oyÂu g„il·n
hÈ
ji„ngyÂu
jÏn
lÔzi 
m‚ic„i
MÈi wÎntÌ!
lÌngshÌ
qÏngch‚o b·ic„i
shÁut·o
Su‡n le!
y‡lÌ 
yÓnli„o 
yÒntun pÌ
zhÚnbÎi

bunch (measure word)

Pepsi cola

long life noodles

supermarket(s)

shallot(s)

(to) whinge, complain

dried (food)

sugar cane juice

litre

Chinese broccoli in oyster sauce

packet(s)

soy sauce

jin, a unit for weight, equivalent to 1/2 kilo

chestnut(s)

shopping for cooking ingredients

No problem!

snack(s)

stir-fry plain bukchoy

long life peach bun(s)

Forget it!

ya pear(s)

drink(s) or beverage(s)

wonton pastry

(to) prepare



 Tour 2 - Enjoying the party

Chinese Pinyin English

 

ch„budu‰
ch·ngmÔng 
ch·ngshÁu
cuÔ
d„nt„
g‡nzhÎshuÓ
gÁu pÈngyou
gu„i 
gu„ibude
guÁ shËngrÔ
hÈ
jiÚc„i
k‚oy‡
lÔzi
lÂngy‚n
shÁut·o
xÏw„ng
xÏnku
y‡lÌ 
zhÚc„i
zhÚnbÎi

almost

long life

longevity

crunchy

egg tart(s)

sugar cane juice

(to) deserve to be called a true friend

weird

no wonder

(to) celebrate a birthday

seed(s)

chive(s)

roast duck

chestnut(s)

longan(s)

long life peach bun(s)

(to) hope

(to) go to great trouble

ya pear(s)

main dish

(to) prepare
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8. Tour scripts

Tour 1 - Focus: Preparing for a birthday party
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Chinese English

   JÏnti‡n shÔ          de shËngrÔ.    WÊmen gÍi  t‡  k‡i  yÏ  ge shËngrÔ w‚nhuÔ ba!

A: Elyssa
    H‚o,    wÊmen biÈ r„ng t‡   zhÏd„o.     ShÌji‡n bÛ du‰  le,     wÊmen xi„nz„i jiÛ qÛ 

B: 
zhÚnbÎi ba.

A: Today is Elyssa's birthday. Let's  
     organise a birthday party for her.

B: Good, we won't let her know. 
     There's not a lot of time left. 
     Let's go and prepare now.
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Chinese English

     T‡  xÓhuan chÏ Zh‰nguÂc„i.    WÊmen zuÁ Zh‰nguÂc„i zÍnmey„ng?

B: 
     H‚o  zhÚyÔ!    WÊmen zuÁ shÈnme Zh‰nguÂc„i ne?

A: 

 

B: She likes Chinese food. How about 
     we cook some Chinese food?
A: Good idea. What sort of Chinese 
    dishes will we make?
 

    T‡ xÓhuan chÏ de c„i hÍn du‰,       gÚl‚orÁu     nÌngmÈng jÏpi„n     chnju‚nr  

B:
  ji‚ozi    ch‚of„n....

.....
     H‚o.   WÊmen ku„i qÛ m‚i c„i ba.

A: 

B: She likes a lot of dishes, sweet and 
     sour pork, lemon chicken, spring 
     rolls, dumplings, fried rice.....

A: OK, Let's go and do the shopping 
    soon.

   BiÈ w„ngle m‚i mi„nti·o.   GuÁ shËngrÔ yÏdÔng y„o chÏ ch·ngshÁumi„n.

A:
      H‚o.    WÊ xiÍ  xi„lai.

B:

A: We have to remember to buy some 
    noodles. We have to eat long life 
    noodles at a birthday party.
B: OK, I'll write that down.



Chinese English

       GÚl‚orÁu  shÔ zhrÁu zuÁ de    WÊmen m‚i xiË zhrÁu ba!

A:
   M‚i yÏ  jÏn gÁu ma?

B: ?
     WÊmen y„o qÓng b‡  ge pÈngyou,    wÊ xi‚ng y„o li‚ng jÏn c·i gÁu. 

A: 

A: Sweet and sour pork is made with 
   pork. Let's buy some pork.

B: Is one jin (1/2kilo) enough?

A: We'll invite eight friends, I think one
    jin is enough.

    P·ngxiÎ hÍn  h‚ochÏ,    wÊmen m‚i li‚ng zhÏ ba!

B: 
      H‚ochÏ shÔ h‚ochÏ,     kÍshÔ  shÌ ku„i qi·n yÏ zhÏ,    t„i guÔ  le!

A: 
WÊmen yÏgÁng zhÓ yÊu b‡shÌ ku„i,   h·i y„o m‚i hÍn du‰ d‰ngxi.   

    N„ jiÛ su„n le  ba!

B: 

B: Crabs are very nice. Let's buy two!

A: They're very nice, but they cost ten 
    dollars for one, that's too expensive. 
    We only have eighty dollars, and we 
    still need to buy a lot.

B: Then don't worry about it.
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Chinese English

  ShÈnme qÏngc„i h‚ochÏ?

B:
     G„il·n hÈ  b·ic„i zÍnmey„ng?

A: 
     H‚o,    zuÁ  yÏ p·n h·oyÂu  g„il·n  hÈ  yÏ p·n qÏng ch‚o b·ic„i  ba!     

B: 
H·i y„o m‚i biÈ de ma?

B: What kind of green vegetables are 
     good to  eat?
 
A: How about some Chinese broccoli and
    buk choy?
 
B: Good, we'll cook broccoli in oyster 
    sauce and stir-fried bukchoy. Do we 
    need anything else?

   Y„o m‚i  yÏxiË c‰ng.   HÍn du‰ c„i d‰u y„o f„ng c‰ng.   Ch‚of„n  lÓ  

A: 
yÍ y„o f„ng.

     H‚o,    wÊmen m‚i  yÏ b‚  ba.

B: 

A: (We) need some shallots. We need 
    them for many dishes. We need them 
    for fried rice as well.

B: Well, we'll get a bunch then.
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Chinese English

   WÊmen jÔn ch‡oshÔ k„nkan.

A: 
Y„o  m‚i shÈnme?

B: 
    Xi‚ng m‚i yÏxiË  nÌngshÌ hÈ  yÏxiË  yÓnli„o.

A: 

A: Let's go into the supermarket to have a look.
   
B: What do we need?

A: We need some snacks and some drinks.

     LÔzi  tÓng h‚ochÏ de,    m‚i  jÓ  b‡o  lÔzi    zÍnmey„ng?

B: 

    YÏ b‡o gÁu le.     WÊmen h·i y„o chqÛ m‚i  yÏxiË   biÈde,    

A: 

xi„ng niÒrÁug‡n, zhrÁug‡n hÈ  yÒg‡n.

A: Chestnuts are quite nice. Should we buy a 
    few packets?

B: One packet is enough. We need to buy a few
     other things when we go out, such as beef 
     jerky, pork jerky and dried fish.

    D„ji‡  d‰u xÓhuan chÏ niÒrÁug‡n,     wÊmen du‰ m‚i jÓ ku„i.

B: 
    MÈi wÎntÌ! 

A: 

A: Everyone likes beef jerky, we should get 
    some more.

B: No problem!
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Chinese English

    NÓ  qÛ n· li‚ng b‡o mi„nti·o h‚o ma?

A:

   XÌng!

B: 

A: Can you get a couple of packets of noodles
    over there?

B: Sure.

   Y„o yÒntun  pÌ ma? 

B: 

      BÛ zuÁ yÒntun  le,        ji‡li  yÊu ji‚ozi.

A: 

B: Do you want some wonton pastry?

A: We won't make any wontons, we have 
    dumplings at home.

         Ji‡li  de ji„ngyÂu ku„i yÁngw·n le,    m‚i yÏ pÌng ba!

A: 
   Y„o yÏ pÌng  d„de  h·ishÔ  xi‚ode?

B: 

     Y„o yÏ pÌng yÏ g‰ngshËng de.

A: 

 A: We're nearly out of soya sauce. Get 
    another bottle.

B: Do you want a big one or a small one?

A: A one-litre one.
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Chinese English

    WÊmen xi„nz„i qÛ m‚i shÈnme?

B: 
    WÊmen xi‡n qÛ m‚i yÓnli„o ba.

A:  

B: What are we going to buy now?
 
A: We are going to get some drinks first.

   D„ji‡  d‰u xÓhuan hË  kÍlÎ,      m‚i  kÍlÎ  h‚o le!

A:

     Y„o B‚ishÔ  kÍlÎ   h·ishÔ   KÍkÊu-kÍlÎ?

B: 
     D‰u yÏy„ng de.

A: 

A: Everybody likes cola, let's get some cola!

B: Should we get Pepsi cola or Coca cola?

A: They're all the same.

             bÛ t„i xÓhuan hË  kÍlÎ.      WÊmen m‚i  yÏxiË    biÈde.

B: Elyssa
  TÏngshu‰ t‡  xÓhuan hË g‡nzhÎshuÓ,    Y„o li‚ng hÈ  ba!

A: 

B: Elyssa doesn't like cola, we'll get some other 
    drinks.

A: I heard that she likes sugar cane juice. Let's 
    get two packets.



Chinese English

    M‚iw·n mÈiyÊu?    WÊ  lÎi  le.

B: 
    BiÈ f‡  l·osao!    WÊmen z„i m‚i  yÏxiË  shuÓguÊ hÈ ti·ndi‚n jiÛ huÌqu.

A:

B: Have we finished shopping? I'm tired.
 
A: Don't whinge! Once we get some fruit 
    and dessert, then we will go.

   M‚i shÈnme shuÓguÊ h‚o ne?

B: 
   JÏnti‡n zhÎme  rÎ,     chÏ  y‡lÌ   zuÔ h‚o.

A: 

B: What sort of fruit shall we buy?

A: It's very hot today,  it's best to have ya 
    pears.

     K„n,    lÂngy‚n yÍ hÍn xÏnxian,         wÊmen  yÍ  m‚i yÏdi‚n  ba!

B: 
     H‚o,   m‚i  yÏ  jÏn b„n.

A:

B: Look, the longans are very fresh. Let's 
    get some.

A: Ok, let's get one and a half jin.
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Tour 2- Focus: Enjoying the party
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Chinese English

             ShËngrÔ ku„ilÎ!     JÏnti‡n wÊmen zuÁle   nÓ zuÔ xÓhuan

A:  Elyssa
chÏ de Zh‰nguÂc„i.

     

       H‚o jÌ  le!     XiÎxie  d„ji‡!

E: 
     NÓ y„o xi‡n chÏ  di‚nr shÈnme ma?       ZhÎli  yÊu  lÔzi.   

A:  
    WÊ bÛ  Î.      GuÁ    yÏhuÔr   ba!

E: 

 
A: Elyssa, happy birthday! Today we've 
    cooked your favourite Chinese food.

E: Excellent! Thanks everyone.

A: Do you want to eat something first? There
    are some chestnuts here.

E: I'm not hungry. Wait for a while.



Chinese English

     N„me  nÓ y„o hË di‚n shÈnme ma?

A:  
        H‚o,    yÊu shÈnme h‚ohË de?

E:
    KÍlÎ  zÍnmey„ng?

A: 
      KÍlÎ  t„i ti·n le!         H‚i yÊu  biÈde ma?

E: 

A: Would you like something to drink?

E: Okay, what do you have to drink?

A: How about cola?
 
E: Cola is too sweet. Do you have 
    something else? 

     G‡nzhÎshuÓ ba!     BÛ t„i ti·n.

A: 
   H‚o.    XiÎxie!

E: 

A: Sure cane juice. It's not very sweet.
 
E: Good, thank you!
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Chinese English

  Chnju‚nr  zuÁh‚o le,      nÓ ch·ngchang.

A: 
   Mm,    yÁu xi‡ng yÁu cuÔ!   ZuÁ de zhËn h‚o.

E: 

A: The spring rolls are ready, try them.

E: Mm,  they're yummy and crunchy, very nice.

   TÏngshu‰ nÓ xÓhuan chÏ ji‚ozi.

A: 
    DuÔ,    wÊ xÓhuan chÏ zhrÁu hÈ  jiÚc„i  zuÁ de  ji‚ozi.

E: 

        ZhÎ jiÛ shÔ zhrÁu hÈ   jiÚc„i   zuÁ de,     l·i  jÓ   ge!

A: 

  ZhËn b„ng!    NÓmen d‰u hÍn huÔ zuÁ c„i. 

E: 

A: I heard you like dumplings.

E: Yes, I like the pork and chive dumplings.

A: These are made from pork and chives. Have 
    some.

E: Very good!  You all cook very well.
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Chinese English

   ZhÚc„i sh„nglai le,    qÓng zuÁ  xi„lai chÏ ba!

A:
    ZhÎ shÔ  gÚl‚orÁu  ma?

E: 
     DuÔ,    zhÎ shÔ yÁu ti·n yÁu su‡n de  gÚl‚orÁu.  

A: 

ShÔ nÓ  zuÔ xÓhuan chÏ de Zh‰nguÂc„i ma?

A: The main dish is ready, let's sit down and 
    eat.
  
E: Is this sweet and sour pork?

A: Yes, this is sweet and sour pork. Is it your 
     favourite dish?

    BÛ shÔ,    wÊ zuÔ xÓhuan chÏ de shÔ nÌngmÈng jÏpi„n.

E:

    JÏnti‡n shÔ nÓ  de shËngrÔ,     nÓ  xÓhuan shÈnme jiÛ du‰ chÏ  di‚nr.

A: 

E: No, my favourite dish is lemon chicken.

A: Today is your birthday, eat whatever you like.

   

       ∆i,     k„n, 

A: 

     WÊ cÂngl·i 

E:  
R„ng wÊ   l·i ch

   ZÍnmey„ng?

A: 

     H‚o jÌ  le!  

E: 
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Chinese English

   Ch‚of„n sh„nglai le!

A: 
    WÊ ch„budu‰   b‚o le.

E:

 NÓ shu‰ shÈnme?   WÊmen yÏgÁng yÊu jiÚ d„o c„i.    H·i yÊu hÍn du‰ 

A: 
h‚ochÏ de.

          

   XÏnkÚ  d„ji‡   le.     NÓmen zhËn gÁu pÈngyou.

E:

A: Here comes the fried rice!

E: I'm almost full.

A: What did you say?  We have nine 
     courses altogether. There are more 
      yummy dishes to come.
 
E: You've gone to so much trouble. You 
    are my true friends.
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Chinese English

    BiÈde wÊ  bÛ nÈng z„i chÏ le.    ChÏ  yÏxiË  ti·ndi‚n hÈ shuÓguÊ jiÛ 

E: 
gÁu  le.

     BÛ xÌng,    jÏnti‡n  nÓ guÁ shËngrÔ,     yÏdÔng y„o chÏ ch·ngshÁumi„n.

A: 

E: I can't eat any more. Just a little bit of 
    dessert and fruit is enough.

A: No, you can't stop yet, you have to eat 
    'long life noodles' on your birthday.

   ShÈnme  ch·ngshÁu mi„n?

E:  
    Ch·ngshÁu mi„n   jiÛ shÔ mi„nti·o.

A: 

  Ch·ngshÁu   jiÛ shÔ   ch·ngmÔng   de   yÔsi.

    ChÏle  ch·ngshÁu mi„n        jiÛ huÔ ch·ngmÔng b‚isuÔ?

E:  

    Ha  ha  h‡,     xÏw„ng zhÎy„ng.

A: 

E: What are 'long life noodles'?

A: 'Long life noodles' are only a kind of 
noodle. 'Changshou' means 'long life'.
 
E: So if you have 'long life' noodles, you 
     will live to a hundred?
  
A: Ha ha ha. Hope so.



Chinese English

     Ωiy‰,     wÊ hÍn b‚o le.

E:
      ChÏ  di‚nr shuÓguÊ ba!      ZhÎli  yÊu  y‡lÌ   hÈ  lÂngy‚n.

A: 

E: 

    DuÔ.    T‡    de  rÊu hÈ     hÈr   k„n sh„ngqu yÊu  di‚nr xi„ng  lÂng de 

A: 
y‚njing. 

     ƒ,     yu·nl·i shÔ zhÎge   yÔsi.

E: 

E: Aiyo, I'm so full now.
 
A: Eat some fruit. Here are ya pears and 
   longans.
 
E: Longan, what a strange name.

A: Yes, its flesh and seeds look like 
    dragons' eyes.
 
E: Oh, that's what it name means.
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Chinese English

    JÏnti‡n wÊmen  zhÚnbÎile  h‚o  jÓ zhÊng ti·ndi‚n.    ZhÎ shÔ d„nt„.   

A:
Ch·ngchang.

    WÊ zhÓ y„o b„n ge.     NÓ zuÁ de ma?

E: 
BÛ shÔ.    ShÔ m‚i huÌlai  de.     ZÍnmey„ng?

A:
     BÛ t„i ti·n.   ZhÎngh‚o.

E: 

A: Today we have a few different desserts. 
    These are egg tarts. Try one.

E: I only want half. Did you make them?

A: No, we bought them. How is it?

E: Not too sweet, just right.



Chinese English

   ZhÎ k„n sh„ngqu  yÊudi‚nr  xi„ng  t·ozi.

E: 

      DuÔ,   ZhÎzhÊng b‡ozi ji„o shÁut·o.      ShÁu    shÔ   ch·ngshÁu,     

A:  
   ch·ngmÔng de  yÔsi. 

   N„me  wÊ guÁ shËngrÔ yÏdÔng y„o chÏ shÁut·o le?

E: 

      NÓ shu‰duÔ le.

A:

E: The shape of these look like 
     peaches.
  
A: You're right, these buns are 'long life 
    buns'. 'Shou'  means 'changshou" or 
    'long life'.
 
E: Then I have to eat 'long life peach 
     buns' on my birthday?
  
A: You're right.

Chinese English

    ZhÎ li‚ng ge d„ng‡o shÔ wÊ s‰ng nÓ  de shËngrÔ  lÓwÛ.

A: 

ZhËn pi„oliang!   ZhÎge shËngrÔ guÁde zhËn yÊu  yÔsi!

E: 

  WÊmen   yÏqÓ   l·i ch„ng shËngrÔgË ba!    ZhÛ nÓ shËngrÔ ku„ilÎ!   

A:
ZhÛ nÓ shËngrÔ ku„ilÎ!     ZhÛ nÓ shËngrÔ ku„ilÎ!    ZhÛ nÓ shËngrÔ ku„ilÎ!

A: These two cakes are my birthday 
     present to you.

E: They're very pretty. This birthday is great.
 
A: Let's sing "Happy birthday" together. 
    Happy birthday to you! Happy birthday to 
    you!  Happy birthday to you!  Happy 
    birthday to you!
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